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Charlotte Pitt defends her own sister against a murder charge in Victorian England, in a
novel “suffused with atmosphere, emotion, and suspense” (Booklist). As Inspector
Thomas Pitt works to resolve the case of a dismembered woman, his womanizing
brother-in-law, George March, Lord Ashworth, is poisoned with his morning coffee at
the country estate of his cousins. The primary suspect? Charlotte’s sister, Emily, the
murdered man’s wife and Pitt’s sister-in-law. Charlotte and Pitt take on the March clan
with the help of Great-aunt Vespasia, their formidable relative and a member of the
clan, to break through the wall of deceit and silence. When Sybilla March, George’s
suspected paramour, is found strangled by her hair and Emily is the one who found her,
the case would seem hopeless—for anyone but the indomitable Pitts. Their pursuit of the
truth takes them down a path of corruption, depravity, and murder, from the elegant
townhouses lining fashionable Cardington Crescent to the horrifying slums of London.
The Solitude of Compassion, a collection of short stories never before available in
English, won popular acclaim when it was originally published in France in 1932. It tells
of small-town life in Provence, drawing on a whole village of fictional characters, often
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warm and decent, at times immoral and coarse. Giono writes of a friendship forged in a
battlefield trench in the midst of World War I; an old man’s discovery of the song of the
world; and, in the title story, the not-unrelated feelings of compassion and pity. In these
twenty stories, Giono reveals his marvelous storytelling through his vivid images and
lyrical prose, whether he is conveying the delicate scents of lavender and pine trees or
the smells of damp earth and fresh blood.
The book relates the story in a dramatized form bringing the characters to life involved
in a plot conceived and implemented by a group of religious fanatics, led not by Guy
Fawkes, as everyone seems to believe, but by Robert Catesby, a charismatic but wild
young man from a privileged background, the Bin Laden of his time.
Members of Parliament are murdered crossing Westminster Bridge, in the New York
Times–bestselling series set in Victorian London: “A sterling performance” (Library
Journal). In the few minutes it takes to cross Westminster Bridge, Sir Lockwood
Hamilton has his throat slit and is tied securely to the lamppost with his evening scarf.
The killer then vanishes without being seen. Inspector Thomas Pitt thinks the motive
might have been personal . . . or political. When a second Member of Parliament is
murdered in the same way, politics appear to be the reason. Soon the suspect list
includes anarchists and suffragettes. Public outrage mounts and fear grips London and
Parliament after a third lamppost murder. Deep in his end of the investigation, Pitt must
rely on his wife, Charlotte, and Great-aunt Vespasia to explore the drawing rooms of
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the upper class for clues to the mystery. With burning social issues swirling around
them, the three of them must solve the case before another MP falls victim to the
Westminster cutthroat.
Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II, Death relates the story of Liesel--a
young German girl whose book-stealing and story-telling talents help sustain her family
and the Jewish man they are hiding, as well as their neighbors.
A royalist out to save Louis XVI from the guillotine is murdered in this mystery set in
revolutionary France by a New York Times–bestselling master. Célie Laurent stands in
the convention hall of the French Republic, watching the deputies vote one by one.
Most of them have just one word to say: “Death.” As the night wears on, the outcome
of the vote moves beyond doubt, and Louis XVI is condemned to the guillotine. Célie
will have just four days to save the king’s life. As the Revolution reaches a fever pitch,
Célie falls in with a group of royalists who are willing to do whatever it takes to keep
France from killing its king. Their plan is daring, but just might work—until the group’s
leader is murdered in cold blood. Somewhere among the royalists lies a traitor, and
Célie and her friends must find him soon, lest they lose their heads before Louis loses
his. From the New York Times–bestselling author of the William Monk and Charlotte
and Thomas Pitt series, acclaimed for her atmospheric historical settings, The One
Thing More is a fascinating tale of suspense.
Anne Perry adds new dimensions to her re-creation of Victorian England in her gripping
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new novel which takes William Monk and his wife, Hester, from London to the Civil War
battlefield of Manassas. "Slaves of Obsession" twists and turns like a powder-keg fuse
as Monk and Hester track a man to be a cold-blooded murderer.

WAR? DEATH AND DESTRUCTION? VIOLENCE, HATRED, INEXPRESSIBLE
GRIEF? PEOPLES PITTED AGAINST EACH OTHER, TO THE DEATH? WHY
ON EARTH SHOULD I WANT TO READ ABOUT IT? THERE’S ENOUGH IN
THE MEDIA EVERY DAY, SURELY? YES: BUT THIS IS DIFFERENT. The
stories in this Anthology aim to give a vivid insight, through a fascinating mixture
of history, reminiscence and fiction, into life during WWII: for those at the front,
those left behind, the young at school, the old in the twilight of their years,
parents, lovers, spouses, families, colleagues; Britons, Germans, Irish, Kenyans,
French, eastern Europeans and Americans (plus the odd ‘undesirable alien’!).
These pages see householders struggling to maintain a semblance of normality;
young men reluctant to volunteer; soldiers determined to win; acts of generosity,
acts of cowardice. In these pages, there is violence – impossible to avoid in an
Anthology dedicated to the memory of war – but there is also humour and
romance, suspense and emotion, heroism and daring. Even the paranormal puts
in an appearance (as one might say). The action is set variously in France,
Britain, Eire, Kenya, Russia, Poland ... You are guaranteed hours of stimulation,
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enjoyment and fruitful relaxation with a book devoted to one of the defining
events of our times. STARE INTO THE PAST WITH THE EYES OF THOSE
GRIPPED BY ITS DRAMA. All the stories have been especially written for this
Anthology by writers experienced in their field. Pneuma Springs is proud to
present it to commemorate seventy years after the end of hostilities. Contributors:
Karl Brockmann, Annie Coyle Martin, Julius Falconer, Peter Good, Neal James
Andrew Malloy, Steve Morris, Neil Morton, Ron Ooms, Chris Pownall, Derek
Rosser, Avril Saunders, Derek Smith, Louise Wilkinson Book reviews online:
PublishedBestsellers website.
From "New York Times" bestselling author Perry comes the story of William
Monk, the amnesiac private investigator who at last regains his memory while
investigating corruption in the railway industry.
Exiled from her palace by a bloody coup, an empress travels the dangerous wilds
of her kingdom in search of enlightenment—and righteous vengeance The
empress Tathea is awakened by the sounds of insurrection. The army, the
aristocracy, and the royal guard have all turned against her husband, and stained
the palace with his blood. Were she an ordinary ruler, she might follow him to the
grave, but Tathea is a child of the wild lands. She comes from the desert, so to
the desert she flees. Across the kingdom she travels, searching for shelter,
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friendship, and an explanation for the tragedy that destroyed her old life. As she
fights to stay alive, she finds a book whose message might tip the scales in the
battle between good and evil, changing the world forever. If her life is to have
meaning, Tathea will have to spread the word. Tathea is the first book in the
Tathea series, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.
In 1943, during the German occupation of Denmark, ten-year-old Annemarie
learns how to be brave and courageous when she helps shelter her Jewish friend
from the Nazis.
A thriller set in and around the insidious area of London known as Seven Dials: a
warren where seven narrow streets collide--and where vice, iniquity, and coldblooded murder are everyday occurrences. Thomas Pitt, mainstay of the London
police, confronts a 15-year-old crime that has current lethal repercussions.
Fields presents a remarkable and often poignant narrative of The Great War from
the perspective of her relative, Ray Davis.
After half a millennium, Tathea prepares for the final battle For five hundred
years, Tathea has lain asleep, imprisoned in the forest. Once the Empress of
Shinabar, she was pushed out of power when a coup took her husband’s life—a
tragedy that led to a miracle. While roaming the wasteland, she learned of the
unending battle between good and evil, and a book that could stop the demon
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Asmodeus forevermore. It takes centuries, but at last the world is ready for the
final battle—the Armageddon that will purge Tathea’s kingdom of evil. The
coming of the war is marked by the birth of a child, Sadokhar, who will lead
God’s armies into the fray. A battle is looming, and it’s up to Tathea to prepare
Sadokhar for Armageddon . . . Come Armageddon is the second book in the
Tathea series, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.
From a New York Times–bestselling author, Charlotte and Thomas Pitt must solve the
case of a young gentleman’s sordid murder—before an innocent man hangs. The naked
body of an aristocratic youth turns up in the sewers beneath Bluegate Fields, one of
London’s most notorious slums. But Arthur Waybourne had been drowned in his bath,
not in the Thames. More shocking still was that the boy had been sexually violated and
infected with syphilis before he was murdered. Despite Inspector Thomas Pitt’s efforts
to fully investigate the crime, the family closes ranks, stonewalling Pitt, leaving him to
wonder what they are hiding. All evidence points to Arthur’s tutor, Jerome, as the
murderer. The courts agree and Jerome is sentenced to hang. Pitt and his wife,
Charlotte, don’t believe the answer is so simple. But if not Jerome, then who molested
and infected the boy? To learn the truth, Charlotte uses her familiarity with the upper
classes to draw aside the curtain of lies, while Pitt defies his superior and the boy’s
family to follow a trail that leads him into the foulest streets of London through a web of
deceit involving male prostitution and pedophilia. In a race against time, Thomas and
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Charlotte must find the real killer to save Jerome from the hangman’s noose.
Book-centered mystery novellas from four masters of the craft. From Anne Perry, the
New York Times–bestselling author of the Charlotte and Thomas Pitt series, comes The
Scroll. Hapless bookseller Monty Danforth’s recent discovery of a millennia-old
manuscript plunges him into a cutthroat conspiracy. “A master storyteller.” —The StarLedger Christopher Fowler, author of the Bryant and May mysteries, presents
Reconciliation Day. One man’s obsession with a lost edition of Bram Stoker’s Dracula
sends him on a dangerous journey to Transylvania. “If Edgar Allan Poe and Monty
Python had lived in the same country and the same century and somehow struck up a
creative collaboration, their work might have resulted in fiction similar to Fowler’s.”
—Richmond Times-Dispatch From F. Paul Wilson, the New York Times–bestselling
creator of Repairman Jack, comes The Compendium of Srem. Prior Tomás de
Torquemada yields the ultimate power, deciding who lives and dies during the Spanish
Inquisition, but an ancient, evil tome is about to change that. “A great storyteller and a
thoughtful one.” —David Morrell, New York Times–bestselling author of First Blood
Elizabeth George, the New York Times–bestselling author of the Inspector Lynley
novels, brings you The Mysterious Disappearance of the Reluctant Book Fairy. A
woman’s gift for immersing herself in the plot of whatever book she likes draws
overwhelming fame—and misfortune. “An essential writer of popular fiction today.” —The
Washington Post
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During a rescue mission during World War I, Chaplain Joseph Reavley finds the body
of an arrogant war correspondent, Eldon Prentice, who appears to have been killed by
one of his own compatriots, and vows to learn the truth behind the man's death.
A story that subtly defines serious problems existing between ethnic groups, the good
and the evil, justice and injustice and the unusual circumstances that ruin a man's life, a
good man with values who on being made redundant is innocently drawn into the sordid
world of crime. The story concerns Amit Somaya, a British Citizen, of Asian parents,
married to Jaya. They have two children, Rayani, a boy aged 14, and Sarala, a girl
aged 10. Amit, an expert marine engineer, is suddenly made Redundant and finds it
very difficult to get another job because of his unique skills and racism in the work
place. Amit beginning to get into financial trouble is approached by Johnny Landor, MD
of The Rodnal Ocean Shipping Company, who offers him a job as engineer on a ship
waiting to return from India to the UK. Johnny Landor sweetens the offer by saying it
will also give him the opportunity to visit his and his wife's relatives before joining the
ship On joining the ship, Amit is given no opportunity to service the engine as the
Captain informs him that they are to set sail on the next high tide. The ship is attacked
by pirates who know the ship is carrying drugs. They kill the crew and hurl their bodies
into the sea. Amit luckily escapes the carnage as the pirates don't bother to search the
engine room thoroughly. Abandoned with all the crew missing and all the
communication equipment wrecked, Amit has no way of signalling the passing ships.
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After several nights on the high seas, he spots yet another passing ship and in
desperation decides to build a fire out of the smashed crates. With a strong head wind
the fire quickly spreads out of control and in no time the ship is ablaze. Amit is forced to
abandon ship. The passing British Naval vessel spots the fire and Amit is rescued.
Back in the UK, without any documentation or means of proving his identity, Amit is
held by immigration who suspect him of killing the real Amit Somaya and impersonating
him as a means of getting into the UK. Amit pleads to be able to visit his wife, who will
confirm his identity. Johnny Landor suspects Amit found out about the drugs, killed the
crew and set the ship ablaze to keep the drugs for himself and forces Amit into working
for him and soon finds himself engulfed in the sordid world of drugs, protection rackets,
loan sharks, prostitution and sex trafficking. To his horror Amit discovers the drugs he is
being forced to supply have found their way to his own son who is rushed to hospital
suffering from the effects of having taken ecstasy tablets. As his world begins to
collapse around him and fearing for his family, Amit decides to fight back, being
pressured by Police Drug Squad who have been keeping a close surveillance on him
for some time eager to nail Johnny Landor, agrees to co-operate. During a planned
raid, Johnny Landor discovering what Amit is up to threatens to shoot him. During a
struggle Amit accidentally kills him. Fearful he will be arrested for murder, manages to
escape before the police get to him and goes on the run, redundant and now a fugitive,
A REDUNDANT FUGITIVE
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For more than 30 years, Yoga Journal has been helping readers achieve the balance
and well-being they seek in their everyday lives. With every issue,Yoga Journal strives
to inform and empower readers to make lifestyle choices that are healthy for their
bodies and minds. We are dedicated to providing in-depth, thoughtful editorial on topics
such as yoga, food, nutrition, fitness, wellness, travel, and fashion and beauty.
An ancient scroll draws a bookseller into a chilling mystery. Monty Danforth finds the tin
buried beneath a shipment of leather-bound classics. Inside is a millennia-old vellum
manuscript written in an unfamiliar but unmistakably ancient language. Danforth tries to
photocopy and photograph it, but he ends up with blank images, as though the ink were
made of something impervious to modern technology. As the scroll’s mystery enchants
him, this hapless bookseller falls into a cutthroat conspiracy that he may never escape.
Soon a dead-eyed old man and his granddaughter come calling for the scroll. Danforth
refuses to sell them the manuscript, but they will not be the last to demand it. Powerful
forces crave the secrets locked within this ancient document, and Danforth will survive
only if he can master its power. The Bibliomysteries are a series of short tales about
deadly books, by top mystery authors.
Almost twelve-year-old Siria, who chases firetrucks in the middle of the night to ensure
her fire fighter dad's safety, learns about bravery one winter as she tries to mend a
broken friendship.
For readers of Warlight and The Invisible Bridge, an intimate, harrowing story about a
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family of German citizens during World War II. Included in the New York Times Book
Review's Summer Reading Guide for Historical Fiction “There was no shelter without
her sons.” In 1945, as the war in Germany nears its violent end, the Huber family is not
yet free of its dangers or its insidious demands. Etta, a mother from a small, rural town,
has two sons serving their home country: her elder, Max, on the Eastern front, and her
younger, Georg, at a school for Hitler Youth. When Max returns from the front, Etta
quickly realizes that something is not right-he is thin, almost ghostly, and behaving very
strangely. Etta strives to protect him from the Nazi rule, even as her husband, Josef,
becomes more nationalistic and impervious to Max's condition. Meanwhile, miles away,
her younger son Georg has taken his fate into his own hands, deserting his young class
of battle-bound soldiers to set off on a long and perilous journey home. The Vanishing
Sky is a World War II novel as seen through a German lens, a story of the irreparable
damage of war on the home front, and one family's participation-involuntary, unseen, or
direct-in a dangerous regime. Drawing inspiration from her own father's time in the
Hitler Youth, L. Annette Binder has crafted a spellbinding novel about the choices we
make for country and for family.
“I wish I could give this beautiful book more stars! It is absolutely a Five Star Gold
book! It is so well written and historical fiction at its finest!” Goodreads Reviewer
?????????? From bestselling author Ella Carey comes a sweeping story, inspired by
true events, about the brave, forgotten female pilots who helped America win the
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Second World War. A story you will never forget and one that will always stay in your
heart. Sweetwater, Texas, 1943. With a devastating war taking the lives of the boys she
grew up with and tearing families apart, Eva is determined to fight in any way she can.
Leaving behind the man she’s loved in secret for years, she jumps at the chance to
train with the Women’s Airforce Service Pilots and meets girls she knows will be
friends for life. But on one dangerous flight, guided only by stars, everything goes
wrong. When Eva awakes, her body is broken and her memory gone. Los Angeles,
1977. Eva appears to be a normal married woman with a family to be proud of, but
behind closed doors, her life is imploding. Every week for thirty years, Eva has written
to her wartime friends, but has never heard back. Now she has just discovered that her
husband Jack has been lying to her for decades. He has never mailed a single one of
her letters, despite knowing that Eva is desperate to unearth the truth of her last flight.
Alone for the first time in her life, Eva travels to Washington, D.C. in search of answers.
Even though every day brings a new terrifying flashback of fighting for her life and
frantically trying to escape from a burning plane, she will stop at nothing. But the
shocking truth will rewrite her past and change her future—is Eva ready to uncover her
own, devastating secret? Gripping and heartbreaking, fans of Rhys Bowen, My Name Is
Eva and The Alice Network will be utterly enchanted. This book was first published in
2019. Readers are utterly captivated by Beyond the Horizon! “Ripped my heart right out
of my chest and made me cry so much… My heart ached for Eva as she discovered the
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truth about her accident… Incredible.” The Book Lover’s Boudoir ?????????? “Ohhhhh
this book… I love this book… I was crying like a baby. That darn plot twist. I WASN’T
READY OKAY?” Goodreads Reviewer ?????????? “Outstanding book! I absolutely
adored it!… Gripping and so difficult to put down… So moving… 5 stars!” Goodreads
Reviewer ?????????? “Completely drew me in… I cried with her… This book will be one
of the best you read this year!” Goodreads Reviewer ?????????? “Broke my heart and
put it back together again. It’s a story of beautiful friendships, enduring, powerful love
and the tragedy of war. I cried and laughed my way through it. I highly recommend this
book.” Goodreads Reviewer ?????????? “Phenomenal!… I thought I had most of the
ending figured out until the plot twist, which was brilliant and heartbreaking… One of my
favorite endings ever… So moving.” Goodreads Reviewer ?????????? “A moving,
beautifully written novel about the amazing WASP during World War Two. True to life
and packed full of emotion.” Soraya M. Lane, bestselling author of Wives of War
“Brilliantly portrays the life of female flyers in World War Two. Seeing what those brave
women went through and how despicably they were treated should stir indignation in
the heart of every reader!” Rhys Bowen, New York Times bestselling author of The
Tuscan Child
Shot down on a mission, 19-year-old pilot Henry is alone in a treacherous land.
Desperate to get back to his family and the girl he loves, he is forced to rely on the
cunning of the French Resistance. But in his battle to survive the deadly journey across
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Nazi-occupied Europe, he must face a terrible choice: can he take a life to save his
own? "A brilliantly paced, action-packed story with some breathtaking moments" Primary Times
A young fighter pilot's action-packed account of some of the fiercest battles of WWI fought, for the first time, thousands of feet above the ground. Paul Townend has
wanted to be a pilot ever since he saw his first plane. So as soon as he turns nineteen,
he leaves his farm near Winnipeg to join the Royal Naval Air Service. Within months of
enlisting, he is engaging in dogfights over France and the English Channel, including a
skirmish with the infamous Red Baron. When Paul returns home to Canada, he's
shaken by his experiences but proud of what he and the other pilots have achieved.
Packed with nail-biting, high-flying action and fascinating insights into the early days of
aerial warfare, Fire in the Sky is sure to be the new favourite of young history buffs and
adventure-lovers alike.
The complete collection of Anne Perry's masterful Great War series, chronicling the fate
of the Reavley family from 1914 to 1918. Perfect for fans of Pat Barker and Sebastian
Barry. 1914: No Graves as Yet In the last idyllic summer of 1914, the battle lines are
already drawn. But for Joseph Reavley the summer is shattered by his parents' deaths
in a car accident. His brother Matthew, who works for the secret service reveals that
their father, a retired MP, had discovered something sinister, but the evidence has gone
missing. And it seems that their deaths may not have been accidental after all... 1915:
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Shoulder the Sky It is April 1915 and the world is in the bloody throes of war. Most
civilians have little idea of horrors at the Front, and a young war correspondent wants to
publish the truth. But then he is found dead in no-man's land - and it seems that the
Germans are not responsible. For Chaplain Joseph Reavley the event has
uncomfortable echoes of his own parents' tragedy, with murder and censorship the dark
weapons being secretly employed behind the lines... 1916: Angels in the Gloom It's
March 1916, and Joseph Reavley is on sick leave, cared for by his sister Hannah.
Shanley Corcoran, an old friend, comes to visit. Corcoran confides in Joseph that he's
come very close to completing an invention that will paralyse the deadly German Uboats. Soon afterwards, however, the leading scientist on that project is found
murdered, and it's clear that someone has been betraying secrets to the enemy... 1917:
At Some Disputed Barricade In July 1917, as the sun sets over no-man's-land, rumours
of mutiny grow stronger. After the death of an officer, twelve soldiers are arrested, and
it falls to Joseph Reavley to uncover the truth about their involvement. At the same
time, his brother Matthew, of the S.I.S, learns of a plot to destroy the only men who can
bring about lasting peace... 1918: We Shall not Sleep It's 1918, and Joseph Reavley's
regiment has suffered huge losses but all hope that peace is near. Then a young nurse
is savagely murdered, and Joseph vows to find her killer. Matthew, is already at the
Front to meet a prisoner who claims to be able to identify the shadowy figure betraying
his country. If Matthew is able to put a stop to The Peacemaker's schemes, there will
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be a chance for lasting peace; if he fails, then freedom and liberty could be all but a
distant memory for future generations...
Return to the “exemplary Victorian company” of this London sleuthing couple with
books four through six in the long-running New York Times–bestselling series (The New
York Times). “For nearly four decades Anne Perry’s riveting detective novels have
played out against the backdrop of the Victorian era” (The Washington Post). Now, in a
single volume, readers can enjoy more of this “unfailingly rewarding” series (The New
York Times Book Review). Resurrection Row: Lord Fitzroy-Hammond has been dead
and buried three weeks when his corpse turns up sitting atop a hansom cab. It may be
a macabre practical joke—or something far more sinister. Grave robbing isn’t Inspector
Thomas Pitt’s usual fare, but the case grows increasingly bizarre as other disinterred
bodies appear. And new mother Charlotte Pitt gets involved when her late sister’s
husband becomes a suspect. Rutland Place: Charlotte’s mother asks her help finding a
lost locket that contains a compromising picture—but neither of them expect the missing
jewelry to lead to a murder case. When another resident of her mother’s exclusive
neighborhood, known for her prying, is poisoned, Inspector Pitt steps in to discover
what secrets the woman may have stumbled upon. Bluegate Fields: The naked body of
an aristocratic youth turns up in the sewers beneath Bluegate Fields, one of London’s
most notorious slums. But Arthur Waybourne was drowned in his bath, not in the
Thames. The evidence seems to condemn his tutor, who is sentenced to hang. But
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Thomas and Charlotte believe there’s a cover-up and race to find the real killer—before
an innocent man dangles from the noose.
Banned from inventing for a week when two of his innovations wreak havoc, an
imaginative Charlie taps the assistance of his friends and fellow inventor Mr. Redfern to
prepare for an upcoming invention fair. By the Newbery Honor-winning author of Lily's
Crossing. Simultaneous.
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In the debut of the New York Times–bestselling Victorian crime series, Inspector
Thomas Pitt seeks an elusive strangler among upper-class British society. Panic
and fear strike the Ellison household when one of their own falls prey to the Cater
Street murderer. While Mrs. Ellison and her three daughters are out, their maid
becomes the third victim of a killer who strangles young women with cheese wire,
leaving their swollen-faced bodies on the dark streets of this genteel
neighborhood. Inspector Pitt, assigned to the case, must break through the walls
of upper-class society to get at the truth. His in-depth investigation gradually
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peels away the proper veneer of the elite world, exposing secrets and desires
until suspicion becomes more frightening than truth. Outspoken Charlotte Ellison,
struggling to remain within the confining boundaries of Victorian manners, has no
trouble expressing herself to the irritating policeman. As their relationship shifts
from antagonistic sparring to a romantic connection, the socially mismatched pair
must solve the mystery before the hangman strikes again. Rich with authentic
period details and blending suspenseful mystery with a budding romance
between Inspector Pitt and Charlotte Ellison, The Cater Street Hangman
launched the long-running series by Edgar Award–winning author Anne Perry,
with recent titles including The Angel Court Affair and Treachery at Lancaster
Gate. Also the creator of the William Monk Novels, Perry has become one of the
great names in detective fiction. As the Philadelphia Inquirer says, “Pitt’s
compassion and Charlotte’s cleverness make them compatible sleuths, as well
as extremely congenial characters. . . . Perry has the gift of making [the Victorian
era] seem immediate and very much alive.”
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